January 18, 2022

Dear all Parents/Guardians,
As you will all be aware, St Lawrence's will be transitioning to a new uniform, with an
estimated roll-out date of Semester 2 of 2022. The current school uniform will be slowly
phased out over the following 18 months-2 years.
The faction sports shirts will not be changing, however the sports shorts will be
replaced. Please see below for further details of the uniform requirements for next year.
Uniform Requirements: Kindy & Pre-Primary
Kindy & Pre-primary students have no unform requirements. Little Lawries
t-shirts are optional, and can be purchased from Total Uniforms if desired.
Uniform Requirements: Year 1 - 6
All students in Year 1 - 6 can opt to wear the sports uniform daily (both old and new
versions), or the current school uniform (Dresses and Greys), until the new uniform is
available. This is to avoid any additional expenses incurred from purchasing the current
uniform which will be phased out.
BOYS (every day options)
 Grey shirt & Grey shorts
 Faction sports polo & Black sports shorts
 Previous teal sports polo & Black sports shorts
 Black sneakers with white or grey socks
 Sandals (black or brown)
GIRLS (every day)
 Dress
 Faction sports polo & Black sports shorts
 Previous teal sports polo & Black sports shorts
 Black sneakers with white socks
 Sandals (black or brown)

FAQ’s
Can students wear black bike shorts or black skorts in place of sports shorts?
No. However plain black loose-fitting sports shorts similar to what is currently worn,
minus the teal stripe, is acceptable.
Can students wear black sandals?
Yes, either black or brown sandals are acceptable due to the limited choice in our
regional area.
Can students wear plain white socks (without the teal and gold stripes)?
Yes, until the new uniform is available, plain white socks are acceptable to save on
uniform costs.
Are the new school bags compulsory?
St Lawrence’s school bags are required for students in Year 1-6, however both the old
and new versions of the school bag are acceptable.

Second-Hand Uniforms & Uniform Donations
Due to the redesign of the current uniform, there may be shortages of new uniform
supplies next year. At this point, the main items affected are the girls dresses in sizes 712. As such, we are looking for donations of any good quality, second-hand uniform
items you may have, to assist our students and their families. Alternatively, there is a
second-hand uniform Facebook page where you are able to sell any items you are no
longer using - you can search for 'St Lawrence's Second Hand Uniform Facebook Group'
and request to become a member.

New Uniform Design Update
Following on from the Uniform survey sent out earlier in Term 3, we are currently
awaiting the production of the new samples. When these are received, we will have them
displayed at the office and we will advise via the newsletter when they are available to
view

